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THE MIDNIGHT JUDGES
KATHRYN TuRNu I
"The Federalists have retired into the judiciary as a strong-
hold . . . and from that battery all the works of republicanism are to
be beaten down and erased." ' This bitter lament of Thomas Jefferson
after he had succeeded to the Presidency referred to the final legacy
bequeathed him by the Federalist party. Passed during the closing
weeks of the Adams administration, the Judiciary Act of 1801 2 pro-
vided the Chief Executive with an opportunity to fill new judicial
offices carrying tenure for life before his authority ended on March 4,
1801. Because of the last-minute rush in accomplishing this purpose,
those men then appointed have since been known by the familiar generic
designation, "the midnight judges." This flight of Federalists into the
sanctuary of an expanded federal judiciary was, of course, viewed by
the Republicans as the last of many partisan outrages, and was to
furnish the focus for Republican retaliation once the Jeffersonian
Congress convened in the fall of 1801. That the Judiciary Act of 1801
was repealed and the new judges deprived of their new offices in the
first of the party battles of the Jeffersonian period is well known.
However, the circumstances surrounding the appointment of "the
midnight judges" have never been recounted, and even the names of
those appointed have vanished from studies of the period. It is the
purpose of this Article to provide some further information about the
final event of the Federalist decade.
A cardinal feature of the Judiciary Act of 1801 was a reform long
advocated-the reorganization of the circuit courts.' Under the
Judiciary Act of 1789, the judicial districts of the United States had
been grouped into three circuits-Eastern, Middle, and Southern-in
which circuit court was held by two justices of the Supreme Court
(after 1793, by one justice) ' and the district judge of the district in
which the court was sitting.5 The Act of 1801 grouped the districts
t Assistant Professor of History, Wellesley College. A.B. 1946, Goucher College;
M.A. 1951, Ph.D. 1959, University of Wisconsin.
1Letter From Thomas Jefferson to John Dickinson, Dec. 19, 1801, in 10 Lips-
COMB, WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 302 (1903).
2 Ch. 4, 2 Stat. 89.
3 See, e.g., the 1790 report of Attorney General Randolph, in 1 AMERICAN STATE
PApERS-MISCELLANEOUS 23-24 (1832) ; memorials of the Chief Justice and Associate
Justices of the Supreme Court to Congress on November 7, 1792, and February 19,
1794, in id. at 52, 77-78.
4 Act of March 2, 1793, ch. 22, § 1, 1 Stat. 333.
5 Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20, § 4, 1 Stat. 74.
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into six circuits; I it freed the Supreme Court Justices from circuit
duty and created new circuit court judgeships for this purpose.' Three
circuit judges were assigned to each of the first five circuits; in the
sixth, which was comprised of Kentucky, Tennessee, and the Territory
of Ohio, there was provision for only one circuit judge who would hold
court with the district judges of the two states." Sixteen circuit ap-
pointments, therefore, were available to the Federalists. Passed by
the House on January 20 and by the Senate on February 7, the
Judiciary Act became law on February 13, 1801, with scarcely more
than two weeks remaining to the Adams administration. To the
outgoing party it was of utmost importance that all the new offices
be filled by Federalists. On February 17, the final frantic balloting in
the tied Presidential contest was completed; Jefferson was now elected.'
Writing this news to his wife, President John Adams, the lonely
occupant of the splendid new White House, plaintively protested the
burden which nominations to judicial and diplomatic offices repre-
sented.10 Such a burden doubtless was increased for the President
since petitioners for the available offices were by no means lacking.
Inquiries or outright requests for office filled the mails even before
the judiciary bill was passed, and it is clear from some of these that
Adams had let be known his desire to receive suggestions of suitable
persons for the judicial appointments." However, the exact means by
which the decisions on the midnight appointments were reached are
impossible to determine precisely.
Johm Marshall's biographer states that the new Chief Justice ap-
peared to be influential in determining the appointments, 2 and there
6 judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.
7 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 7, 2 Stat. 90.
8 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 7, 2 Stat. 90. This section also provided that
when the office of district judge should become vacant, circuit judges should be
appointed to fill the places. Although five additional districts were created by this
bill, no provision was made for the appointment of new district judges. Judiciary
Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 4, 2 Stat. 90.
9 For a detailed account of the contest between Aaron Burr and Thomas Jeffer-
son, see BoRDEN, THE FEDERALISM OF JAMES A. BAYARD 73-95 (1955).
10 Letter From John Adams to Abigail Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received and Other Loose Papers, on microfilm at the Massachusetts His-
torical Society, Boston, Mass. [hereinafter cited as Adams Papers, Letters Received].
Permission to quote from this and other papers herein cited has been granted by
the Adams Manuscript Trust. The author wishes to express her gratitude to Mr.
Lyman Butterfield, editor of the Adams Papers, for his generous assistance while
this study was in preparation.
"1 See, e.g., Letter From John Dennis to John Adams, Feb. 17, 1801; Letter
From William Barry Grove to John Marshall, Feb. 16, 1801; Letter From Jonathan
Mason, William Shepherd, and others to John Adams, Feb. 9, 1801-all in Adams
Papers, Letters Received. Adams wrote that the selection of the judges would cost
him "much anxiety and diligence" and that he could make no promises nor give any
encouragement until the merits of all candidates were weighed. Letter From John
Adams to Rev. John Rodgers, Feb. 6, 1801, in Adams Papers, John Adams Letterbook.
122 BEVERIDGE, THE Lr oF JOHN MARsHAL 559 (1916).
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is evidence that Marshall played some part. During thd period of
the nominations, he was in the unusual and fortuitous position of
holding the two offices potentially most significant for assisting the
Executive in the selection of those to hold the new offices. Marshall
was not only Chief Justice but also Secretary of State,"3 an adminis-
trative role which made possible close cooperation with the President
as the decisions were made. 4 As one who had helped formulate the
Judiciary Act of 1801 while in Congress "5 and who now held the
office of Chief Justice, it would be foolish to suppose him to have been
without interest in the selection of the circuit judges. The degree of
his influence, however, cannot be established. It may have been more
substantial than evidence indicates or it may have been relatively
small. In the close association which the two men shared during these
weeks, discussion of those under consideration for the circuit court
positions may have taken place; together they may have arrived at
some of the decisions. Adams, in a state of mind wherein hurt, anger,
and humiliation appear to have been mixed in equal portions at the
trying end of his administration, and bereft of the comforting presence
and counsel of his wife, may well have relied on the advice of the
highly esteemed and trusted Marshall. There is, however, no way of
knowing.16
The new First Circuit was composed of Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, and the district of Maine."7 From each of
these states came letters from local and national political figures inter-
ested in securing offices for themselves or for Federalist worthies. New
Hampshire men were anxious that the appointment of a judge from
their state be made with particular care, for it was no secret that John
13 When Marshall was appointed Chief Justice, John Adams requested that he
continue as Secretary of State until another appointment could be made. Letter
From John Adams to John Marshall, Feb. 4, 1801, in 9 THE WORCS OF JOHN ADAMS
96 (Adams ed. 1854). No other appointment was made, and Marshall continued
in office until the end of the administration.
14At this time, many duties relating to domestic affairs were vested in the
Department of State. The Secretary of State had charge of the preparation and
authentication of all commissions issued by the President. In addition, federal marshals
and attorneys received their instructions from the Department of State, and federal
judges corresponded with this office-not that of the Attorney General--on matters
of judicial business. HUNT, THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES
128-29 (1914); WHITE, THE FEDERALISTS 128-44 (1948). Incoming correspondence
regarding the judicial appointments came to Marshall when it was not addressed
to the President himself.
15 Marshall was a member of the committee in the House of Representatives
which was appointed in December 1799 to consider revisions of the judiciary system.
6 ANNALS OF CONG. 197 (1799) [1799-1801]. Beveridge, although he devotes a
chapter to Marshall's career in Congress, does not there mention the fact that Marshall
served on this committee. See 2 BEERIDGE, op. cit. Vipra note 12, at 432-84.
16 As both Marshall and Adams were in Washington at this time, there is no
written correspondence between the two on the question of the selection of the judges.
17 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.
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Pickering, the district judge, had suffered for some time from a
regrettable combination of drunkenness and insanity which rendered
him incapable of performing his judicial duties., Samuel Livermore,
Senator from New Hampshire, joined four congressmen from his state
in recommending his own son as one of the judges for the new
circuit court and Jeremiah Smith, the United States District Attorney
for New Hampshire,2" as another.2 Senator John Langdon also
urged Samuel Dexter, Secretary of the Treasury, to recommend Smith
to the President 2
Happy as he was to know of the activity of friends in his behalf,
Jeremiah Smith was anything but reluctant to engage in vigorous
office-seeking for himself. In January, he had written to Dexter
stressing the disabilities of Judge Pickering in order to warn that the
execution of federal laws, particularly the revenue acts, was being
seriously jeopardized in New Hampshire.23 Simultaneously the eager
applicant directed these views to John Marshall and offered himself
as circuit judge. 4  Pleas went to Federalist Senators Uriah Tracy of
Connecticut and Dwight Foster of Massachusetts, and Smith renewed
acquaintance with his former congressional colleague Jonathan Dayton,
now Senator from New Jersey,25 albeit sheepishly confessing, "There
is something awkward in applying . . . for an office before it is
created .... ,, 28 Fisher Ames, another who had received a bald
18 See MoRIsoN, LnF OF JEREMIAH SMITH 147 (1845); PLUmER, THE LuE OF
WILLIAM PLUmER 273 (Peabody ed. 1857). Pickering was not officially removed
until his impeachment in January 1804 by the Jeffersonian Congress. 14 DIcTIONARY
OF AmEaIcix BIOGRAPHY 564 (1934).
19 Edward St Loe Livermore served as United States District Attorney from
1794 to 1797, then as judge of the New Hampshire Superior Court until 1798 when
he resigned because of the low salary. In September 1798, John Adams appointed
him naval officer of Portsmouth. 11 DIcTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY 305 (1933).
20 Smith, a Federalist, had served in Congress from 1790 until 1797 when he
was appointed United States Attorney and resigned the seat. In 1800 he became a
judge of probate. 17 DIcTIONARY OF AmERIcAN BIOGRAPHY 292-93 (1935).
21 Letter From Samuel Livermore, Abiel Foster, Samuel Tenney, Jonathan
Freeman, and James Sheafe to John Adams, Feb. 10, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters
Received.
22 Letter From John Langdon to Samuel Dexter, Feb. 10, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received. Langdon also suggested the names of Beijamin West and William
Gordon as others agreeable to the state.
23 Letter From Jeremiah Smith to Samuel Dexter, Jan. 27, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received. At this date of writing, Smith would not have been aware
that the new Judiciary Act provided that in such cases one of the circuit judges
could perform the duties of the district judge during the continuance of his disability.
See Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 25, 2 Stat 97.
24 Letter From Jeremiah Smith to John Marshall, Jan. 27, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
25 Dayton served as a Federalist in the House of Representatives from 1791 to
1799, when he went to the Senate. 5 DIcTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY 166
(1930).
26 Letter From Jeremiah Smith to Jonathan Dayton, Jan. 30, 1801, in the Gratz
Collection, Box 5, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
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plea for support, reported that he had written Dexter requesting him
to contact Marshall and "to do all that he possibly can for you," play-
fully concluding, "I wish you a Judge, though you have not gravity." 27
Doubtless aided by such combined good offices, Jeremiah Smith was
selected as one of the judges of the First Circuit and to John Marshall
he declared himself "particularly grateful"-believing that it had been
Marshall who had selected the right man for the job.2 Edward St.
Loe Livermore was named federal district attorney in place of the
pleased and promoted Smith.
Selection of the two other judges for the circuit also followed
local desires as well as national recommendation. The day the
Judiciary Act became law, the Federalist senators and congressmen
from Rhode Island wrote directly to the President reminding him of
the "natural pretensions" of each state to a share in the judicial ap-
pointments. Their candidate was Benjamin Bourne, district judge of
Rhode Island and former member of Congress, a man of "extensive
information, strong attachment to the Government and amiable man-
ners." 29 President Adams was also requested to appoint Senator Ray
Greene to the district judgeship which would become vacant if Bourne
were nominated to the new circuit court. In addition to his political
qualifications as a pronounced Federalist, Greene had earlier served as
the federal district attorney while concurrently holding the elective
office of attorney general of Rhode Island. His friends assured the
President that this appointment would be welcome within the state30
Evidently acting immediately upon these suggestions, the President
sent the nominations to the Senate on February 18. Bourne thus
became the second judge of the First Circuit and Senator Greene
moved to the vacated office of district judge 1
2 7 Letter From Fisher Ames to Jeremiah Smith, Feb. 16, 1801, in 1 AMES,
WORKS OF FISHER AMES 291-92 (Ames ed. 1854).
28 1 S. EXECUTIVE JouR. 381 [1800-1801] ; Letter From Jeremiah Smith to John
Marshall, Feb. 20, 1801, in MORISON, op. cit. supra note 18, at 144.
2 9 Letter From Theodore Foster, Ray Greene, John Brown, and Christopher
Champlin to John Adams, Feb. 13, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
30 Letter From Theodore Foster, John Brown, and Christopher Champlin to
John Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received. Greene was attorney
general of Rhode Island from 1794 to 1797, then was elected to the Senate to complete
the term of William Bradford who had resigned. In 1799 he was elected to a full
term. 2 APPLETON, CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY 755 (Wilson & Fiske ed.
1889).
31 1 S. EXECUTIVE JouR. 381 [1800-1801]. Greene resigned his seat in the Senate
on March 5, 1801. However, an error had been made in the commission itself and
Greene received one to the newly created circuit court, rather than the district court.
By the time he returned his commission to have the error rectified, the administration
had changed hands. Letter From Levi Lincoln to Thomas Jefferson, April 8, 1801,
in 111 JEFFERSON PAPERS, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Jefferson refused
to remedy the mistake and nominated Republican David Barnes to this position.
1 S. EXECUTIVE JOUR. 401 [1801-1802]. As he had already resigned from the Senate,
Greene was without any job at all.
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Available sources reveal that it was Harrison Gray Otis, Fed-
eralist member of the House of Representatives from Massachusetts,
who was most influential in guiding the future judicial composition in
that state. Either at the request of the Executive or upon his own
initiative, Otis acted as agent to ascertain a recipient for the judicial
largess to be bestowed after the judiciary bill should pass. The two
most noted leaders of the Massachusetts bar at this time were District
Judge John Lowell and Theophilus Parsons, who was engaged in the
practice of law in Newburyport and Boston. 2 Both were profession-
ally well equipped to become circuit judge. Both were Federalists
with distinguished political careers behind them," and to each "Harry"
Otis dispatched inquiries about the possible court position sometime
before the judiciary bill passed the House 4  Explaining that poor
health together with the low salary offered by the new bill forced him
to refuse consideration, Parsons mentioned other factors: "If J. Lowell
is not appointed, he will certainly believe himself neglected & will
resign which would be disagreeable to us all. And may I not ask how
long the present system is to last, if it be established this session?" 85
Actually, Lowell's intention to resign was prompted by the proposed
creation of the circuit courts which markedly reduced the duties and
prestige of the district judges. Writing Otis that he would accept
appointment to the circuit court but intended to resign his present
office, Lowell stressed the importance of accomplishing the appoint-
ments under the Federalist administration. He left to Otis the use
to be made of his sentiments and plans.38
3
2 Otis had first known Lowell nearly twenty years earlier when he read law
in Lowell's office and later, at the invitation of the older lawyer, took over some of
Lowell's practice before the lower courts. He had also known Parsons and was
aware that although the two men were rivals at the bar, they were warm personal
friends. Letter From Harrison Gray Otis to Charles Lowell, Nov. 10, 1846, in
11 MONTHLY LAw REPORTER 425 (1849).
3 3 John Lowell had served as a delegate to the Continental Congress and had
been one of the three members chosen to make up the Court of Appeals in the Cases
of Captures established by the old Congress. In 1789 he was appointed district
judge of Massachusetts. 11 DIcTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY 464-65 (1933).
The noted "Lawyer Parsons" was called by John Adams "one of America's greatest
lawyers." Letter From John Adams to Adrian Van der Kemp, April 20, 1806, in
ADAMS-VAN DER KEMP CORRESPONDENcE, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Parsons had served in the Massachusetts constitutional convention and
the convention for the ratification of the federal constitution. PARSONS, MEMOmS OF
THEOPHILUS PARSONS 46-106 (1859). In 1806 Parsons became chief justice of the
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.
34 Parsons' reply to Otis is dated Boston, January 23, 1801. 1 MoRisoN, THE
LIFE AND LETTERS OF HARRISON GRAY OTIs 213 (1913). This indicates that Otis's
letter would have been written at least a week earlier while the bill was being
debated in the House. Lowell's reply is in response, he says, to Otis's letter of
January 14, 1801. Letter From John Lowell to Harrison Gray Otis, Jan. 26, 1801,
enclosed in Letter From Harrison Gray Otis to John Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in
Adams Papers, Letters Received.
35 Letter From Theophilus Parsons to Harrison Gray Otis, Jan. 23, 1801, in
1 MORISON, op. cit. supra note 34, at 213.
36 Letter From John Lowell to Harrison Gray Otis, Jan. 26, 1801, enclosed in
Letter From Harrison Gray Otis to John Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in Adams Papers,
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Sometime after receiving this letter, Otis discussed the entire
matter with President Adams.t It was imperative that a decision be
reached quickly in order to fill the judicial positions at both circuit
and district levels; in all likelihood the decision was then made to
nominate Lowell as circuit judge because his acceptance was assured. 8
Otis, meanwhile, had already written to John Davis, the United States
District Attorney for Massachusetts, apparently to inquire whether he
might be interested in the district judgeship should the opportunity
occur. Davis indicated interest provided that the salary of the office
were made equivalent to that of circuit judge. He too left his future
to the "friendship and good judgment" of Otis. 9  In the course of a
single week, however, Davis, having discovered the diminished duties
and lower salary of the district judges, wrote Otis emphatically that
he now refused to be considered. ° In Washington, Otis was hurried
into action when he learned that John Lowell had sent his official
resignation as district judge in order that there be no delay in filling
that vacancy as soon as the Judiciary Act passed the Senate.4" Despite
the fact that in all probability Otis had also received Davis's letter
excluding himself from consideration for that office, on February 18 the
nominations of Lowell as circuit judge and Davis as district judge
went to the Senate. In reply to Otis's announcement of his appoint-
ment, the outraged John Davis minced no words.
[T]he information was as unwelcome as it was unexpected.
I could not imagine that I should be displaced from my present
office and advanced to the office to which you inform me I am now
nominated upon the mere conjecture that a bill before the house
for augmenting the salary might pass in this sess [ion]; or if not
Letters Received. John Lowell, Jr., had written to Otis to assure him of the de-
sirability of his father for the office and the office for his father. He stated that
continuation as district judge under the new system would be so derogatory to his
father's character that nothing would induce him to retain it. Furthermore, the
exercise (travelling the circuit, one presumes) would be "promotive of his health
and would probably prolong his life." Letter From John Lowell, Jr., to Harrison
Gray Otis, Jan. 26, 1801, in Otis Papers, Box 3, Massachusetts Historical Society,
Boston, Mass. The reference to the life-giving properties of jouncing the circuit
is a unique interpretation. Certainly no judge who had been on circuit duty ever
regarded these travels as beneficial to his health. Indeed, the complaints of the
Supreme Court Justices about this element of their circuit duties had been constant
since the Judiciary Act of 1789.
37 Otis refers to this meeting in a letter to Adams. Letter From Harrison Gray
Otis to John Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
38 John Lowell had also been recommended by the Massachusetts members of
Congress. Letter From Theodore Sedgwick and others to John Adams, Feb. 9,
1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
39 Letter From John Davis to Harrison Gray Otis, Feb. 2, 1801, in Otis Papers,
s=pra note 36.
40 Letter From John Davis to Harrison Gray Otis, Feb. 9, 1801, in Otis Papers,
mtpra note 36.
41Letter From John Lowell to Harrison Gray Otis, Feb. 11, 1801, in Otis
Papers, supra note 36.
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that it would probably pass in the next: and I must consider it as
extremely unfortunate for me that you should infer from the
tenor of my letter that I would be "pleased with the appointment
on its present establishment taking all chances." It certainly was
not my intention to submit myself to an anxious dependency on
any of the chances which you have supposed would have an
influence on my decision . *...42
Davis expressed a hope that his nomination would be revoked before
it was "too late."
But too late it was indeed-not only because time had run out for
the Federalists, but also because on the same day that Harrison Gray
Otis informed Davis of the unwelcome honor bestowed upon him,
Otis had written his wife that the President had nominated him to
be the district attorney for Massachusetts.3 It was he who was to
step into Davis's place! Otis, who had refused to run for re-election
in 1800, was now provided with an office congenial to his desire to
return to Boston, and Davis was confronted with the alternative of
accepting the judgeship foisted upon him, or going without any ap-
pointment at all.
John Marshall's urging that Otis accept the office without delay
was unnecessary." Otis accepted his commission and returned to
Boston prepared to enjoy the rewards of his new position with only
the dark cloud of possibility at his back. The one disadvantage, he
ruefully commented, was that his place was held at the pleasure of the
President, "and though his friends say he [Jefferson] will not change
any officers but the heads of departments, yet I presume in the course
of a twelve-month he will oust them all." 45John Davis, preferring
to take a small salary rather than none at all, also accepted his com-
mission and began a forty-year career as district judge in which he
was subsequently to distinguish himself."
4 2 Letter From John Davis to Harrison Gray Otis, March 1, 1801, in Otis
Papers, supra note 36. (Emphasis that of Davis.)
43 Letter From Harrison Gray Otis to Sally Foster Otis, Feb. 18, 1801, in
1 MORISON, op. cit. supra note 34, at 203. Whether Otis had not received Davis's
letter of February 9 in which Davis refused to be considered, and had honestly
advised the President to risk Davis's acceptance of the nomination, or had simply
seized an opportunity to insinuate himself into a profitable situation by trickery must
remain in the realm of speculation.
44Letter From John Marshall to Harrison Gray Otis, Feb. 21, 1801, in Otis
Papers, supra note 36. It was the state office of solicitor general that Otis originally
desired, but this went to another. 1 MORISON, op. cit. supra note 34, at 202. Perhaps
his failure to obtain the state office prompted Otis's search for some other appointive
post in the Boston area.
45 Letter From Harrison Gray Otis to Sally Foster Otis, Feb. 18, 1801, in
1 MORISON, op. cit. supra note 34, at 203. This prediction proved correct. Before
the year was out, Jefferson removed Otis despite a letter from Samuel Otis, the
secretary of the Senate, requesting that his son be continued in the office.
46 See 5 DICTIoxAY or AmucAx BIOGRAPHY 133 (1930).
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The Second Circuit was composed of Vermont, Connecticut, and
two districts comprising the state of New York.4 7  Obviously, geo-
graphical patronage became important; it was a fair and fitting divi-
sion that each state be represented by one judge. The appointment
from Vermont occasioned no difficulty; Samuel Hitchcock, the federal
district judge, was the sole choice of the Vermont congressmen for the
post.4 Assuming that this suggestion would be followed, Senator
Nathaniel Chipman of Vermont applied to both Marshall4" and
President Adams "o in the hope that he might be chosen to replace
Hitchcock. His entreaties, however, were to no avail; that appoint-
ment was given to Senator Elijah Paine, a former member of the
Superior Court of Vermont.5
The selection of the judges from New York and Connecticut
proved less simple. As soon as the new Judiciary Act had passed the
House, the Speaker, Theodore Sedgwick, wrote to Egbert Benson,
Revolutionary patriot and former congressman, who had served as
justice of the New York Supreme Court since 1794, to ask if he would
accept the office of circuit judge should this be tendered to him. Judge
Benson replied that he would think it "prudent" to accept. 2  Simul-
taneously, pressure in behalf of Samuel Bayard, judge of the court
of common pleas for Westchester County, was reaching the President.
By marriage, Bayard was related to Elias Boudinot, the director of the
mint, a long-time friend of John Adams. He was also a cousin of
James A. Bayard, an important Federalist member of the House and
a man who, in his own opinion at least, was highly esteemed by the
President. 3 Nor were character references for this well-connected
aspirant lacking. Colonel John Bayard wrote the President in his
4
7 Judiciary Act of 1801, c. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.48 Letter From Chauncey Goodrich to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 18, 1801, in 2 GBBS,
MEMOIRS OF THE ADMINISTRATIONS OF WASHINGTON AND JOHN ADAMS 491 (1846).
49 Letter From Nathaniel Chipman to John Marshall, Feb. 17, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.50 Letter From Nathaniel Chipman to John Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
51 1 S. EXECUTm JOUR. 384 [1800-1801].
52Letter From Egbert Benson to Theodore Sedgwick, Jan. 31, 1801, in Sedg-
wick Papers, Box D, No. 162, Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston, Mass.
This reply indicates that Sedgwick's letter was written on January 22, two days after
the passage of the bill by the House. Two weeks later Benson wrote again repeating
that he would accept such an appointment. Letter From Egbert Benson to Theodore
Sedgwick,. Feb. 16, 1801, in Sedgwick Papers, Box D, No. 293, Massachusetts His-
torical Society, Boston, Mass.
53 Letter From James A. Bayard to Andrew Bayard, Feb. 8, 1801, in Papers of
James A. Bayard, 1796-1815, in 1913-2 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION 123-24 (Donnan ed. 1915) [hereinafter cited Bayard Papers]. When
James A. Bayard was three years old, his father died. From that time on, James
was raised in Philadelphia by his uncle, Colonel John Bayard, who treated him as
a foster son, raising him with his cousins Samuel, Andrew, and Margaret Bayard.
BORDEN, op. cit. supra note 9, at 9, 21.
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son's behalf; 54 so did Senator Theodore Foster of Rhode Island.5
The president of Princeton assured Adams of Bayard's attachment to
the federal government,-" and a noted clergyman reported Bayard's life
to be "one such as the gospel of our Lord requires," a person well
suited to judicial offices to be awarded to "men of legal abilities,
Friends to Government & good order & of unstained moral Characters
& enemies to the fatal philosophy of the Day." 11 Although Adams
responded that he could neither make promises nor give encouragement
until the merits of all candidates had been weighed, he acknowledged
that "the character of 'an enemy to the fatal philosophy of the day' has
great weight with me, although it appears to have none with our
nation." " Urged by Andrew Bayard, Samuel's brother, their cousin
in Congress James A. Bayard talked with President Adams, con-
fidently reporting that "the President assured me that unless the N
York delegation should press upon him some man whom with pro-
priety he could not resist, Samuel should be appointed. I have little
doubt of his success." 59
After the Judiciary Act had been sent for presidential signature,
however, twelve members of Congress from New York, Connecticut,
and Vermont requested that the President appoint Egbert Benson as
chief judge of the Second Circuit.6" Doubtless Speaker of the House
Sedgwick had informed this group that Benson would accept the
nomination, for this fact was understood by the Federalist members
from New York.6 From the point of view of the President, the fact
that Benson faced retirement from the New York bench 6 2 and the
54Letter From John Bayard to John Adams, Jan. 25, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
55 Letter From Theodore Foster to John Adams, Feb. 16, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received. Foster enclosed a letter in which Bayard, although suggesting
some improvements, expressed his approval of the judiciary bill. Letter From John
Bayard to Theodore Foster, Jan. 22, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
56Letter From Samuel Smith to John Adams, Feb. 3, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
57Letter From John Rodgers to John Adams, Jan. 31, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
568 Letter From John Adams to John Rodgers, Feb. 6, 1801, in Adams Papers,
John Adams Letterbook.
59 Letter From James A. Bayard to Andrew Bayard, Feb. 8, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 124.
60 Letter From Chauncey Goodrich, Samuel Dana, and others to John Adams,
Feb. 11, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
61 Letter From Chauncey Goodrich to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 18, 1801, in 2 GiBBs,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 491.
62 Later William Cushing, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, wrote: "I
understand by Mrs. Adams . . . that the president had him [Bayard] in mind &
wished there was a place for him;-but that he would not pass by that old faithful
servant of the public, Mr. Benson, whose [age] of Sixty must soon put him out of
office under the Constitution of New York." Letter From William Cushing to
William Paterson, March 18, 1801, draft copy in the Robert Treat Paine Papers,
Box 4, No. 19, Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston, Mass. (Emphasis that
of Cushing.)
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expressed desire of the New York congressmen furnished persuasive
reasons for this nomination, and the appointment of Bayard, regret-
fully perhaps, went by the board. Although James A. Bayard, in a
disgruntled mood, attributed the presidential change of mind to pressure
from the New York delegation,"3 Adams may well have felt that the
Congressman should rest content with the appointment of his father-
in-law as judge in the Third Circuit ' and with his own appointment
at the same time as Minister to France.65
The third judgeship in the Second Circuit presumably would be
filled by a Connecticut figure equally experienced at the bench as
Hitchcock and Benson. Charles Chauncey, who had served on the
Supreme Court of Connecticut until 1793, offered himself to the Presi-
dent for this honor,"6 but there is no evidence that he was seriously
considered. The senators and representatives from Connecticut con-
ferred and, in a move supported by the congressmen from Vermont
and New York, 7 agreed to recommended Jonathan Sturges, formerly
a congressman and now judge of the state superior court.68 How-
ever, in the week's interval between this decision and the date on which
the nominations were sent to the Senate, a different choice had oc-
curred to President Adams.
In December 1800, Oliver Wolcott had resigned as Secretary of
the Treasury under heavy fire from the political opposition. Earlier
in that year, when James McHenry and Timothy Pickering had been
flung from the cabinet by the President, Wolcott escaped and ap-
parently continued to enjoy the confidence of Adams at the same time
that he was continuing his deeper loyalty to Alexander Hamilton. 9
63 Letter From James A. Bayard to Andrew Bayard, Feb. 22, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 131.
64 See notes 109-11 infra and accompanying text.
65 Bayard immediately declined this appointment. Letter From James A. Bayard
to Andrew Bayard, Feb. 22, 1801, in Bayard Papers 131. Bayard, who had played an
important role in the election of Jefferson rather than Burr, wanted no implication
that he had been persuaded by the promise of an appointment. BORDEN, THE FED-
ERALISM OF JAMES A. BAYARD 88-89, 97-98 (1955).
66 Letter From Charles Chauncey to John Adams, Jan. 27, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
67Letter From Chauncey Goodrich to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 18, 1801, in 2 GIBBs,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 491.
68Letter From Chauncey Goodrich, Samuel Dana, and others to John Adams,
Feb. 11, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received. Such joint action had been under-
taken in the hope that "a recommendation thus circumstanced, could not be wholly
disregarded." Letter From James Hillhouse to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 19, 1801, in
2 GIsBS, op. cit. sipra note 48, at 492.
69 Wolcott had participated in the effort to select Pinckney over Adams as the
Federalist presidential candidate in 1800, and prior to the election had collaborated
in the preparation of Hamilton's circular letter in October. When this scheme
failed, Wolcott offered his resignation to become effective December 31, 1800. This
traditional interpretation of the role played by Wolcott in the Adams cabinet is
followed by DAuER, THE ADAms FEDERALISTS 123 (1953). A subsequent examination
of the period, however, points out that Wolcott opposed Hamilton on the issue of
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It is not clear that Adams, even as late as the last month of his ad-
ministration, was aware of the depths to which Wolcott had been
involved in the labyrinth of intrigue against him. However, the
resignation of the cabinet officer amid suspicions of defalcations in the
public accounts 70 and accusations about the fires in the war office and
treasury buildings had clearly done the Federalist party no good in the
eyes of the public.71 Resignation had left Oliver Wolcott unemployed
and in serious financial straits,72 a circumstance which his friends were
apparently not reluctant to remedy. Senator James Hillhouse of Con-
necticut explained that only the Connecticut group's fear lest efforts
in Wolcott's behalf be in vain and "produce an irritation that would
be attended with unpleasant consequences" had led to its initial support
of Judge Sturges.73  Possibly-but not necessarily-because he sur-
mised such sentiments or because he chose to make a belated gesture to
party solidarity, the President himself suggested that Oliver Wolcott
be tendered the nomination as circuit judge from Connecticut.
The final substitution of Wolcott for Sturges was not actually
made until the evening before the nominations were sent to the Senate;
Secretary of the Treasury Dexter and Senator Hillhouse maneuvered
the change in obedience to the wishes of the President. After Adams
had received the recommendation favoring Sturges, Hillhouse was
approached in confidence by Dexter to sound the sentiments of the
Connecticut men if the President were to nominate Wolcott. The
Federalist senator assured Dexter of their friendly feelings for Wol-
cott but candidly admitted he was less sure of that gentleman's quali-
fications for the bench.74 Although Wolcott had studied law under
Tapping Reeves and had been admitted to the bar in 1781, the fact
that he had never practiced law-and much less enjoyed any ex-
perience at the bench-might have constituted good grounds for con-
cern over his qualifications for the office. If any such concern existed,
a standing army and the plan for an attack on the Spanish empire. KURTZ, THE
PRESIDENcY OF JOHN ADAmS 320, 323, 370-71, 388 n.45 (1957). Despite the informa-
tion in the latter work that Wolcott may have been more loyal to Adams than
scholars have hitherto assumed, there is no evidence that the objections of Wolcott
to certain Hamiltonian plans resulted in a break between the two. Nor is there any
evidence that indicates that Adams was fully aware of Wolcott's relationship with
Hamilton, whatever it may have been.
70 Upon Wolcott's invitation, the House of Representatives appointed a committee
to investigate the Treasury. This committee reported on January 28, 1801, that all
was in good order. 6 ANNALS OF CONG. 979-86 (1801) [1799-1801]. Later, a com-
mittee of the Jeffersonian Congress criticized the administration of the Treasury.
7 ANNALS oF CONG. 1255-85 (1802) [1801-1802].
712 GIBBS, op. cit. supra note 48, at 478-84.
7 2Id. at 476-77.
73 Letter From James Hillhouse to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 19, 1801, in 2 GIBBS,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 492.
74 Id. at 492-93. Letter From Chauncey Goodrich to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 18,
1801, in 2 GIBBS, op. cit. supra note 48, at 491.
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it was swiftly overborne in this eleventh-hour opportunity to make
charitable provision for Wolcott. Three days later, after meeting with
his Connecticut colleagues, Hillhouse informed Dexter of their approval
of the nomination, only to have Dexter report that Adams was con-
cerned over the order of the judges, feeling that Wolcott, in view of
his former high public station, should not be an associate judge. Here,
Hillhouse did take the candidate's absence of legal experience into
account. Later, Hillhouse explained to Wolcott that the appointment
as an associate judge was upon the former's suggestion, not simply
because New York expected Benson to be chief judge, but also because
"it would in some measure place you in a situation to be protected
from the mistakes and errours to which you might be exposed, until
you should have had an opportunity to make yourself acquainted with
the technical rules of proceeding . . . . " On the morning of Febru-
ary 17, authorized by Adams, Dexter again asked Hillhouse to assure
the approval of Wolcott with the Connecticut group before the follow-
ing day, on which Adams intended to make the nomination."6 The
unanimous decision was that Wolcott's appointment would be "per-
fectly agreeable to them; he being in their estimation a person well
qualified for such appointment." 7 In this, New York and Vermont
Federalists concurred.
78
In the decision to appoint Oliver Wolcott, personal or political
motivations were obviously primary; both the President and the Con-
necticut Federalists preferred to take Wolcott and drop Jonathan
Sturges whose qualifications at bench and bar were far superior.
Unabashed by the possible complications resulting from so unlearned
a judge, the Senate approved the nomination and Wolcott received
immediate congratulations from his brother-in-law, Chauncey Good-
rich, and from Senator Uriah Tracy.79 The former, swept aloft by a
balloon of enthusiasm, wrote Wolcott that even though certain "embar-
rassments" might be experienced for want of knowledge of practice, all
Wolcott's friends expected to see in him "the American Mansfield." SO
75 Letter From James Hillhouse to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 19, 1801, in 2 GIBBS,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 493. The sequence of events discussed in text is drawn from
this lengthy explanatory letter.
7
6 Letter From Samuel Dexter to James Hillhouse, Tuesday Morning [Feb. 17,
1801], in 2 GIBBS, op. cit. supra note 48, at 494.
77 Letter From James Hillhouse to Samuel Dexter, Tuesday Evening [Feb. 17,
1801], in 2 GIBBS, op. cit. supra note 48, at 494. Hillhouse enclosed a copy of this
note in his letter to Wolcott of February 19, 1801. The original is in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
7SLetter From James Hillhouse to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 19, 1801, in 2 GIBBS,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 494.
7 9 Letter From Uriah Tracy to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 20, 1801, in 2 GIBBS, op.
cit. supra note 48, at 495.
80 Letter From Chauncey Goodrich to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 20, 1801, in 2 Gras,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 495. (Emphasis that of Goodrich.)
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Transmitting the commission "with peculiar pleasure," John Marshall
hoped that "this high, and public evidence given by the President, of
his respect for your services and character, will efface every unpleasant
sensation respecting the past, and smooth the way to a perfect recon-
ciliation." " Conscious of his deficiencies but promising to try to over-
come them, Wolcott accepted the commission 82 and, secure in the
future, wrote grateful thanks to his benefactors."
Adams's appointment of Wolcott has been described as one of
"astounding magnanimity or blindness" " and either interpretation is
certainly possible. However, if we can accept the sincerity of Adams's
own statement on the matter, it is possible to explain the appointment
simply on the basis of strong personal conviction:
When the public discards or neglects talents and integrity, united
with meritorious past services, it commits iniquity against itself
by depriving itself of the benefit of future services, and it does
wrong to the individual by depriving him of the reward which
long and faithful services have merited. Twenty years of able
and faithful service on the part of Mr. Wolcott, remunerated only
by a simple subsistence, it appeared to me, constituted a claim
upon the public which ought to be attended to. 5
John Adams, forcibly retired from further service to the country whose
cause he had so long advanced, had himself tasted the ingratitude of
the public-the statesman's cup of woe. Perhaps from his own per-
sonal bitterness had come a reflective compassion in which he con-
cluded that to Oliver Wolcott was owing some token of gratitude from
the Executive in behalf of a thankless nation.
The selection of judges for the Third Circuit, consisting of Penn-
sylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey,"8 drew the careful personal con-
sideration of President Adams. As early as December 1800, the
Chief Executive had turned his attention to federal court problems in
s Letter From John Marshall to Oliver Wolcott, Feb. 24, 1801, in 2 GIBBS, op.
cit. supra note 48, at 495. On the basis of the tone of this letter, Beveridge concludes
that Marshall induced the President to nominate Wolcott: "Thus did Marshall end
one of the feuds which had so embarrassed the Administration of John Adams."
2 BEVERIDGE, THE LIFE OF JoHN MARSHALL 559-60 (1916). There is no direct evi-
dence that it was Marshall rather than Adams who decided upon the appointment
and it was clearly Samuel Dexter, not Marshall, to whom Adams had entrusted the
mission of gaining the approval of the Connecticut delegation for his action.
82 Letter From Oliver Wolcott to John Marshall, March 2, 1801, in 2 GIBBS,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 496.
83Letter From Oliver Wolcott to James Hillhouse, March 18, 1801, in 2 GIBBS,
op. cit. supra note 48, at 497; Letter From Oliver Wolcott to John Adams, March 28,
1801, in 2 GIBBS, op. cit. supra note 48, at 497.
84 2 BEVERIGE, op. cit. supra note 81, at 559.
85Letter From John Adams to Oliver Wolcott, April 6, 1801 in 2 GIBBS, op. cit.
supra note 48, at 497.
86 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.
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Pennsylvania when he received word from his son, Thomas Boylston
Adams, that Jared Ingersoll, the noted district attorney, planned to
resign his office as soon as it was certain that Adams had been
defeated. 7 Tentatively offered a seat on the United States Supreme
Court, Ingersoll, at the behest of Adams, delayed action on his
resignation while deliberating this possibility.88 Meanwhile, the Presi-
dent took immediate steps to shore up the underpinnings of the federal
judiciary in Pennsylvania consequent upon Ingersoll's imminent
resignation.
It was Adams's hope to fill this important position with "a
thoroughly good man"-perhaps Joseph Hopkinson 8 -- but he was
warned by his son that so outspoken a Federalist, were he appointed,
would instantly "become a mark for all the venom & spite of the
Democrats." " The young man suggested William Tilghman as "a
very fair character of temperate politics, good professional repute, and
far less obnoxious to strong partisans than Hopkinson," whom Inger-
soll himself strongly favored.91 .With the appointment of John Mar-
shall as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court on January 20, the
tentative plan to bring Ingersoll to the high bench collapsed, and early
in February, Ingersoll met with his old friend, John Adams, and
reiterated his determination to resign .92  "If the result of the late
presidential election had been conformable to my wishes & my ideas
of what was best for the publick, I would have continued to execute the
duties of that office," Ingersoll commented in his resignation. "I do
not feel the same obligations nor the same inclination towards your
successor . . . . " 93 On the very day Ingersoll resigned, the Judiciary
Act with its new organization of the circuits became law.
87 Letter From Thomas B. Adams to John Adams, Dec. 14, 1800, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received. Ingersoll had been responsible for initiating proceedings
under the Sedition Act against William Duane, editor of the Aurora, in October
1800. Duane's trial, however, was postponed until the next session of the court.
SMITH, FRE.aoM's Fnras 301-02 (1956).
88 See Turner, The Appointment of Chief Justice Marshall, 17 WM. & MARY Q.
143, 147-54 (1960).89 Letter From John Adams to Thomas B. Adams, Dec. 23, 1800, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received. Joseph Hopkdnson was famed as the author of the popular
patriotic song, "Hail Columbia." A leading figure at the Philadelphia bar, in 1804,
he-together with Luther Martin, the noted Maryland advocate-was to defend
Justice Samuel Chase at his impeachment trial. 9 DIcTIoNARY oF AMEPCAN Bi-
OGRAPHY 223 (1932).90 Letter From Thomas B. Adams to John Adams, Dec. 28, 1800, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
91Ibid.; Letter From Thomas B. Adams to Abigail Adams, Dec. 30, 1800, in
Adams Papers, Letters Received. William Tilghman was a master of equity juris-
prudence who became chief justice of the state in 1806. WARREN, HIsToRY OF THE
AMERICAN BAR 246 n.1 (1911).
921ngersoll mentions this meeting in a letter written after his return to Phila-
delphia. Letter From Jared Ingersoll to John Adams, Feb. 13, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
93Ibid.
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While the judiciary bill had been before the Senate, Senator Wil-
liam Bingham had written to that fervent Federalist, District Judge
Richard Peters, that "the federal party wish the appointments to be
made under the present administration, expecting the President will
give due weight to the Recommendations of the Members of the Senate
. . . of the Importance of filling these Seats with federal characters
must be obvious." 9 Nonetheless, there is no evidence that Adams was
in communication with the Pennsylvania Federalists in Congress at this
time. Nor is there evidence that Adams suggested a circuit court ap-
pointment to Ingersoll when the two talked in Washington. Granting
the possible inducement of an appointment with life tenure, there is no
record that Ingersoll desired, solicited, or was even asked his opinion
regarding such an appointment. Because he had returned to Phila-
delphia, it was impossible now for Adams to contact him instantly;
his resignation as district attorney having been received, there were
now two openings in Pennsylvania which had to be filled. There was
no time to be lost. Unwilling to lose the services of so distinguished
a Federalist, Adams apparently gambled that Ingersoll, confronted
with a fait accompli, would accept appointment as chief judge of the
Third Circuit. Acting solely on his own initiative, it seems, the
President sent Ingersoll's name to the Senate. 5  To fill the vacant
district attorney's office, he recommended not William Tilghman,
Ingersoll's own choice as the best successor, but John Wilkes Kittera,
a Federalist congressman who had been defeated for re-election. 6 The
presidential gamble, if such it was, was anything but successful. Learn-
ing of his nomination, Ingersoll wrote immediately to Adams request-
ing that his name be withdrawn "without giving the appearance of a
negative from the Senate." 17 Simultaneously Senator Bingham was
worrying: "Why is not Some Person designated to Supply the Place of
9 4 Letter From William Bingham to Richard Peters, Feb. 1, 1801, in 10 P.ams
PAPERS No. 65, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Peters was
appointed federal district judge of Pennsylvania in 1792. His opinion in United
States v. Worrall, 2 U.S. (2 Dali.) 384 (C.C. Pa. 1798), that there was a common-
law jurisdiction over crimes in addition to that bestowed by federal statute was the
basis for the prosecutions for libel against the federal government prior to the passage
of the Sedition Law in 1798, ch. 74, 1 Stat. 596. 14 DIcTIoNARY OF AmERICAN
BIOGRAPHY 509-10 (1934). As district judge, Peters had issued the warrant for the
arrest of Benjamin Franklin Bache, the editor of the Aurora in June of 1798, and
subsequently presided at the trial of Thomas Cooper and the arraignment of William
Duane. SmiTH, op. cit. supra note 87, at 200-02, 285-86, 317-19.
95 1 S. ExEcuTIVE Joua. 381 [1800-1801].
96 Ibid. Kittera had been recommended by a congressional colleague for some
appointment following his congressional service, "being advanced to that time of Life
that opposes descending into the Minutia of the business of the Law-and also of an
Age that Matures the Judgment and Understanding." Letter From Richard Thomas
to John Adams, Jan. 17, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
97 Letter From Jared Ingersoll to John Adams, Feb. 23, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
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Mr. Ingersoll . . .. is it intended to place the feature nomination
within the power of the new administration?" 98 The predicament
caused by the President's action and Ingersoll's refusal made it likely
that the Federalists might depart from power with no nomination what-
ever from Pennsylvania.
To one and all in this confused melee, to allow such an important
appointment to fall into the hands of the Jeffersonians would have
been unthinkable. Fortunately, there was still time for remedy. On
February 26, the Chief Executive sent to the Senate the name of
Edward Tilghman in place of Jared Ingersoll.99 Whether the Presi-
dent wrote the name of Edward Tilghman rather than that of William
Tilghman by mistake in the disordered scramble of those last pressing
days or by express intention, we cannot know; 100 but that confusion
was now confounded, there need be no doubt. At this point, Senator
Bingham, having learned that Edward Tilghman would also decline,
hurried to the President while the nomination awaited Senate ap-
proval. Because of the consequences of another refusal at so late a date,
Bingham persuaded Adams to withdraw Edward Tilghman's name in-
stantly and substitute that of William Tilghman."1' The following
day, February 27, the Chief Executive rushed a note to the Senate re-
questing that the name "William" be inserted in the nomination in
place of "Edward." 102 Writing to the beneficiary of these latest
developments, Bingham testily made it plain that he was expected to
accept the honor: "I assured the President (& I was authorized in So
doing, from the Tenor of Letters I had received) that you would
accept the appointment-Another Consideration of primary Impor-
tance, is that it will be too late, to make any other Change, under the
present administration." 103 Indeed, only four days remained to the
Federalists after this appointment was approved, but its purpose had
been fulfilled, a Federalist had been tucked into the new court, and
upon the Philadelphia bar had been bestowed the honor and prestige
of chief judge.
9 8 Letter From William Bingham to Richard Peters, Feb. 23, 1801, in 10 PETERS
PAPERS No. 69, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
9 9 Message of John Adams to the Senate, Feb. 26, 1801, Senate Files 6B-A1-
A2-A3, Nominations and Papers, Dec. 5, 1799-March 3, 1801, National Archives.
100 William and Edward Tilghman were cousins and both were members of the
Philadelphia bar. Edward Tilghman was "the consummate Pennsylvania authority
on all points connected with estates, tenures, uses and remainders." WARREN, op. cit.
mipra note 91, at 245 & n.2, 246.
101 Letter From William Bingham to William Tilghman, Feb. 27, 1801, in
Gratz Collection, Box 32, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
102 Message of John Adams to the Senate, supra note 99. This correction was
duly recorded in 1 S. EXEcUTVE JouR. 386 [1800-1801].
103 Letter From William Bingham to William Tilghman, Feb. 27, 1801, Box 32,
Gratz Collection, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Members of the New Jersey bar were also interested, of course, in
the judgeship which could be expected to come from their state. The
probable passage of the Judiciary Act induced Richard Stockton,
former congressman and Federalist leader from New Jersey, to recom-
mend William Griffith, a Federalist lawyer of Burlington, to the Chief
Executive. "It will give pleasure to the most substantial friends of
your administration if he should be appointed. To those who under
one name or another have perpetually opposed the Government, and
calumniated its administration from its adoption to the present time it
will be the cause of sorrow . . .. Your public conduct Sir has fully
evinced that you never dreaded the frowns, nor courted the smiles of
such men." 104 Elias Boudinot, director of the mint, recommended both
Griffith and also his own brother, Elisha Boudinot, one of the judges
of the Supreme Court of New Jersey. Either man, he assured the
President, would "give general satisfaction to that state-I mean to
the friends of the present government." 105
Adams, however, replied by asking Richard Stockton himself to
consider the office. °6 In the absence of evidence that New Jersey
leaders in Cbngress or elsewhere importuned Adams to appoint Stock-
ton, it is likely that this offer was initiated by the President. Pleased
though he was to receive this confidential testimonial of high regard,
Stockton was not inclined toward an office which promised to be
temporary. "It is true that a Judge cannot be removed from office by
a new President but the law under which he is appointed may be
repealed by a predominant party-and his life may be embittered by
unmerited censure and slander . . . ." He renewed his appeal in
favor of Griffith, "whose character, talents and virtuous exertion in
stemming the tide of folly which overflows this land are not inferior
to those of any man in this state." 107 President Adams learned just
104 Letter From Richard Stockton to John Adams, Jan. 17, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received. To this Adams responded: "I may have been too indifferent
to the smiles of some men, and to the frowns of others, but neither will influence my
judgment, I hope, in determining nominations of judges, characters at all times
sacred in my estimation." Letter From John Adams to Richard Stockton, Jan. 27,
1801, in 9 THE WoRxs OF JOHN ADAMS 94-95 (Adams ed. 1854).
105 Letter From Elias Boudinot to John Adams, Jan. 20, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received. A portion of this letter is reprinted in 9 THE WORKS OF JOHN
ADAMS 93 n.1 (Adams ed. 1854), but the quoted passage is not included.
106 Letter From John Adams to Richard Stockton, Jan. 27, 1801, in 9 THE WORKS
OF JOHN ADAMS 94 (Adams ed. 1854). Stockton's legal reputation was such that a
legal education in New Jersey was considered incomplete unless it included a course
of study in his office. Students from other states as well frequently applied for
training under his direction. WARREN, op. cit. supra note 91, at 114.
107 Letter From Richard Stockton to John Adams, Feb. 2, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received. In addition, Stockton was planning to run as Federalist candidate
for governor of New Jersey later in the year. He did this and was defeated. 18
DicTioNARY OF AmERIcAN BIOGRAPHY 47 (1933).
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before the judiciary bill passed the Senate on February 7 that his first
choice for a judge from New Jersey was not anxious to accept. This,
coupled with the attendant risk that if nominated, Stockton would re-
fuse, probably determined the official decision. Doubtless assuming
an acceptance from the tone of Stockton's solicitation, the President
sent the nomination of William Griffith to the Senate.1
08
"Delaware will be exceeding offended, if she has not a Judgeship
allotted to her . . ," wrote Senator William Bingham of Penn-
sylvania.' There was little likelihood, however, that the small state
was to be forgotten. Nor did the selection of a member of the court
from that state appear to have occasioned any inquiry, doubt, or
choice. While the judiciary bill was before the Senate, Congressman
James A. Bayard already had firmly in mind its possibilities for his
father-in-law, Richard Bassett, the Governor of Delaware."' On
February 6, he confidently wrote: "If it is good news I can assure you
of a seat upon the Bench of the Circuit Court. 2,000 dollars are
better than anything Delaware can give you, and not an unpleasant
provision for life." " Two days later, in the midst of the frenzied
balloting to determine whether Burr or Jefferson would be president,
Bayard took a moment to dash off another note to tell his father-in-law
that the appointment was "secure." 112 On February 15, the Delaware
Congressman visited President Adams, who at that time, according to
Bayard, expressed his intention to nominate Bassett as chief judge of
the circuit." 3  On February 18, the nomination of Richard Bassett
was sent to the Senate." 4  His nomination confirmed, Governor Bas-
sett received congratulations from William Hill Wells, the Senator
108 1 S. EXECUTIVE JOUR. 381 [1800-1801]. Unknown to the President, Associate
Justice William Paterson of the Supreme Court of the United States had suggested the
name of Judge Andrew Kirkpatrick of the New Jersey Supreme Court to William
Cushing. Letter From William Paterson to William Cushing, Feb. 11, 1801, in Robert
Treat Paine Papers, Box 4, No. 18, Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston, Mass.
Having left Washington, Cushing did not receive the letter until March, two weeks
too late to exert any possible influence upon the selection of a judge from New Jersey.
Letter From William Cushing to William Paterson, March 18, 1801, draft copy in
the Robert Treat Paine Papers, Box 4, No. 19, Massachusetts Historical Society,
Boston, Mass.
109 Letter From William Bingham to Richard Peters, Feb. 1, 1801, in 10 PETERS
PAPEs No. 65, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
310 Letter From James A. Bayard to Richard Bassett, Feb. 6, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 123.
"'l Letter From James A. Bayard to Richard Bassett, Feb. 10, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 124.
112 Letter From James A. Bayard to Richard Bassett, Feb. 12, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 125.
113 Letter From James A. Bayard to Richard Bassett, Feb. 16, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 127.
"14 1 S. EXECUTIVE JOUR. 381 [1800-1801].
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from Delaware,' 5 and explanations from his son-in-law that the Presi-
dent had changed his mind about the title of chief judge."
6
Delighted at his appointment, Bassett, anticipating the comfort-
able years ahead, resigned instantaneously as Governor and wrote a
friendly letter to his future colleague, Tilghman. Despite some ex-
perience on the court of common pleas in Delaware, he acknowledged
himself "very unequal to the Task of filling a Seat in the Circuit Court
of the United States . . ." Relying on the chief judge to correct
his errors and bear with them, Richard Bassett jocularly concluded:
"I am a great Enemy to the Adjournement of Causes when once begun,
well knowing it leads to corruption and injustice, and I also am op-
posed to adjournments for Dinner, but More of these things when we
Meet . . , 117
Less information exists regarding the appointments to the remain-
ing three circuits. For the Fourth Circuit, consisting of Maryland and
Virginia,"' the President's first choice was Charles Lee, Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States since 1795."19 Maryland congressmen and
Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase strongly supported Philip Barton
Key, a Federalist who had narrowly lost his seat in the Maryland
legislature in the election of 1800.1"' Federalist congressmen from
Virginia requested John Marshall to urge the appointment of George
Keith Taylor and Charles Magill. 2 ' Marshall, a brother-in-law of
Taylor, 22 may have added his personal recommendation to the Chief
Executive. The initial nominations sent to the Senate were Lee as
chief judge, Key and Taylor as associate judges.' The nomination
of Key, who had captained the Loyalist regiment of Maryland during
the Revolution, was the only one of the circuit appointments which
115 Letter From William Hill Wells to Richard Bassett, Feb. 20, 1801, in the
Dreer Collection, American Statesmen, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia, Pa.
116 Letter From James Bayard to Richard Bassett, Feb. 22, 1801, in Bayard
Papers 130.
117 Letter From Richard Bassett to William Tilghman, April 20, 1801, in Gratz
Collection, Box 28, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
118 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.
119 1 S. EXECUTrE JOUR. 381 [1800-1801]. Charles Lee, not be confused with
General Charles Lee of Revolutionary War fame, was th brother of Henry ("Light
Horse Harry") Lee and Richard Bland Lee.
120 Letter From John Dennis to John Adams, Feb. 17, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received; Letter From John Chew Thomas to John Adams, Feb. 17, 1801,
in Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter From Samuel Chase to John Adams,
Feb. 17, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
121 Letter From Thomas Evans, Leven Powell, Henry Lee, Robert Page, Josiah
Parker, and Samuel Goode to John Marshall, Feb. 10, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters
Received.
122 In 1799 Taylor married Jane Marshall, the younger sister of John Marshall.
2 BEVERIDGE, op. cit. supra note 81, at 175 n.1.
123 1 S. EXECUTIVE JouR. 381 [1800-1801].
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occasioned active opposition on the floor of the Senate; nine Repub-
licans voted against his confirmation." With the refusal of Charles
Lee to accept his appointment, the places were reshuffled in order to
leave no judgeship to be filled by the incoming President. Key was
advanced to chief judge and Charles Magill of Virginia was nominated
to the third place of the circuit.
125
For appointment to the Fifth Circuit, which drew together North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, 2 ' the most frequently men-
tioned name was that of Samuel Johnston, judge of the superior court
of North Carolina, who through service in the state legislature, the
Senate, and as governor had well proved his worth. Johnston was
the choice of both Republican senators from North Carolina and the
outstanding Republican leader in the House, Nathaniel Macon, as well
as that of other congressmen of both parties from the state. 127  Two
other members of the House supported John Sitgreaves, the district
judge for North Carolina, and there was apparently some understand-
ing that the President had in mind the promotion of Sitgreaves. 28
Selection of a judge representing South Carolina seems to have been
made by the President alone.'29 The district judge of South Carolina,
Thomas Bee, was named chief judge of the circuit, perhaps an acknowl-
edgment of judicial and political services rendered in the extradition of
Jonathan Robins, which had brought both Bee and John Adams so
much vituperative abuse from the Republicans in 1800.' District
124 Id. at 381. Both the National Intelligencer and Washington Advertiser, Feb.
25, 1801, a Republican paper, and the Philadelphia Gazette and Daily Advertiser,
Feb. 28, 1801, a Federalist organ, reported that the Senate "divided" on most of the
appointments. The Senate Executive Journal does not indicate division except in the
appointment of Key. Key, the uncle of Francis Scott Key, not only had served
against the patriot cause until he was taken prisoner, but upon his release on parole,
had gone to England, and retired on half pay. He returned to Maryland in 1785.
10 DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY 363 (1933).
125 1 S. EXEcUTIVE JOUR. 385 [1800-1801].
126 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.
127 Letter From Nathaniel Macon to John Adams, Feb. 18, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received; Letter From Timothy Bloodsworth to John Adams, Feb. 13,
1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter From Willis Alston to John Adams,
Feb. 14, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter From R. Stanford to John
Adams, Feb. 18, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter From Jesse Frank-
lin to [John Marshall?], Feb. 17, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
128 Letter From William Barry Grove to John Adams, Feb. 20, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received; Letter From Richard Dobbs Spaight to John Adams,
Feb. 18, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
129 Despite the fact that Senator Jacob Read of South Carolina was a Federalist
and that five of the six members of the House from that state were of the President's
party, no letters from South Carolinians have been discovered.
150 In 1797 the crew of a British ship mutinied, murdered the officers, and sold
the ship. Among the crew members was Thomas Nash, a British subject. Two years
later when Nash appeared in Charleston, South Carolina, as a member of the crew
of an American vessel, he was jailed at the request of the British consul under the
twenty-seventh article of the Jay Treaty. Nash swore that he was an American
citizen, Jonathan Robins, born in Danbury, Connecticut. However, on evidence that
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Judge Sitgreaves of North Carolina and District Judge Joseph Clay
of Georgia were also advanced to the new circuit court.13' Assuming
Bee's acceptance of his commission, the defeated Federalist senator
from South Carolina, Jacob Read, was appointed district judge of the
state, and Thomas Gibbons, who had been recommended by Senator
James Gunn,132 was nominated to that position in Georgia, now vacated
by the promotion of Joseph Clay to the circuit court.
3 3
The Sixth Circuit established by the Judiciary Act of 1801 in-
cluded the districts of East Tennessee, West Tennessee, Kentucky,
and Ohio.134  Its organization differed from the others in that the
circuit function was to be performed by one circuit judge and the
judges of the district courts of Kentucky and Tennessee, any two of
whom could constitute a quorum.' 35  In the spring of 1800, when the
new judiciary bill was first presented to Congress, it was known that
a new circuit judge was planned for the region still far removed into
the wilderness. At that time, the federal district judge of Kentucky,
Harry Innes, a fervent Republican, had recommended Buckner
Thruston, one of the state judges, to the President.3 " A year later,
the seaman was a British subject and a murderer, President Adams requested judge
Bee to deliver Nash to the British consul pursuant to the terms of the treaty. Nash-
Robins was hanged without delay, and both Adams and Bee were denounced by the
Republicans for truckling to the British. See 2 BEVERIDGE, op. cit. supra note 81, at
458-75.
131 1 S. ExEcUTIVE JOUR. 383-84 [1800-18011. In the records of the Department
of State, Applications and Recommendations, Miscellaneous: Adams and Jefferson
Administrations, Box 1 at the National Archives, there is a fragment in an unidenti-
fied hand dated February 23, which lists the appointments to the fifth and sixth
circuits. Beside the name of Clay there is a "plus" mark; beside those of Bee and
Sitgreaves, there is a "qu." It would be hard to say whether this might indicate
that there was question about their approval by the Senate or of their acceptance
of the office.
13 2 Letter From James Gunn to John Adams, Feb. 21, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received. The Aurora, March 2, 1801, described Gibbons as "a man whose
most flatterings recommendations were, that he had adhered to the cause of George
III in our Revolution, was attainted and his estate confiscated; but that through
supplications, a steadfast Whig confiscation was annulled, tho' Thomas still remains
a Tory in thought, word and deed."
'33 1 S. EXECUTIVE JouR. 383, 385 [1800-1801]. Earlier, Read had been suggested
to fill a vacancy on the Supreme Court of the United States. Letter From Samuel
Otis to John Adams, Jan. 19, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received. Thomas
Bee, who did not receive his commission until after Jefferson had taken office,
returned it preferring to continue as district judge. Letter From Thomas Bee to
James Madison, March 19, 1801, in 22 MADISON PAPERS, Library of Congress, Wash-
ington, D.C. Jacob Read then had received a commission to an office not actually
vacant and was out of luck.
'34 Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 6, 2 Stat. 90.
135 The United States district courts in Tennessee and Kentucky were abolished,
and all powers of those courts were vested in the circuit court which was to sit in
East Tennessee, West Tennessee, and Kentucky. The salaries in the Sixth Circuit
were less than in the others, both the circuit judge and the district judges receiving
$1,500 instead of $2,000. See Judiciary Act of 1801, ch. 4, § 41, 2 Stat. 100.
136 Letter From Harry Innes to John Adams, April 30, 1800, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
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Innes again argued in Thruston's behalf,117 as did Republican members
of Congress from Kentucky. 3 ' Senator John Brown hopefully wrote
the President that Thruston was distinguished for his political modera-
tion, belonged to no party, and was not involved in land disputes within
the state--"which will probably constitute the chief business of the
Court for that District." 13' Kentucky's other senator, an obdurate
Federalist defeated in the election of 1800 and a bitter enemy of
Brown, 4 ' had other views. Senator Humphrey Marshall wrote his
cousin and brother-in-law, Secretary of State (and Chief Justice)
John Marshall, to insure that the President would not neglect William
McClung, "whom I wish to be appointed." After elaborating on the
geographical advantage of a resident of Kentucky as circuit judge, the
senator dosed on a more significant note: "If you can conceive that
political opinions often have an influence in decisions . . . upon
private rights, you will readily perceive the importance of placing in
the circuit courts a man well apperted [sic] to the federal government
by way of Counterpoise. Mr. McClung is a man of good temper
great firmness and a friend to the Government." 141 So thinly veiled a
reference doubtless contributed to the geographical and personal ad-
vantages of the candidate. There was no need for the senator to
mention specifically that William McClung, his own brother-in-law,
was also a brother-in-law of John Marshall.'42  Although Republican
137 Letter From Harry Innes to John Adams, Feb. 10, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received. On the same day, Innes wrote more frankly to Jefferson. He
solicited the aid of the latter in preventing, if possible, the appointment of William
McClung as his superior. Innes described McClung, the brother-in-law of both John
and Humphrey Marshall, as "a mere creature to party & faction" and a failure at
the bar as well. "H. Marshall and myself are not on speaking terms-that family
have imbibed all his dislikes & are my avowed enemies .... I fear if he [Mc-
Clung] meets with the appointment he will be governed by family influence . .. ."
Innes urged the appointment of Thruston. Letter From Harry Innes to Thomas
Jefferson, Feb. 10, 1801 (marked "recd. Mar. 6"), in 109 JEF soN PAPms, Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C.
138 Letter From Thomas Davis and John Fowler to John Marshall, Feb. 18,
1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received.
139 Letter From John Brown to John Adams, Feb. 19, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
140 Perverse by temperament, sharp of tongue, and a total stranger to tact,
Humphrey Marshall could number more enemies than friends. Of all his enemies,
according to his biographer, "Marshall hated John Brown the best-or worst."
QUISENBERRY, THE LIFE AND TIMES OF HUMPHREY MARSHALL 51 (1892).
141 Letter From Humphrey Marshall to John Marshall, [January or February]
1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received. Tennessee men in the Congress approved
McClung as an alternative to their first choice, Archibald Roane, judge of the superior
court of errors and appeals of their state. Letter From William Cocke, Joseph
Anderson, and William Claiborne to John Marshall, Feb. 17, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
14 2 Raised in the Virginia home of his uncle, Thomas Marshall, Humphrey
Marshall had grown up with his cousins John, James, Anna Maria, and the other
Marshall children. After service in the Revolution, he settled in Kentucky, married
his cousin Anna Maria (Mary) in 1784, and became deputy surveyor in the office
of his uncle. He received from Virginia a warrant for 4,000 acres of land for his
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congressmen protested that they had not even been consulted' 43 and
Senator Brown reported that "Mr. Adams was deaf to every argument
in opposition to the recommendation made by Messrs. J. & H. Mar-
shall," ' a desire to please the political opposition was no part of
these appointments. Care had been taken that this position would be
filled with a reliable Federalist, and McClung was duly nominated to
the Senate.145
In addition to the Judiciary Act, the Sixth Congress devoted some
of its last weeks to legislation regarding the administration of the
territory which, upon the removal of the government from Philadelphia
to Washington in 1800, had become the nation's capital. On February
27, with only four days of the Federalist administration remaining, the
act concerning the District of Columbia became law. 46 It provided
for the establishment of a court composed of three judges, resident in
the district, having all the powers of the circuit courts and circuit judges
of the nation. 47 "I trust your excellency will not pass me by . . . "
one applicant wrote the President,'148 but this plea as well as the recom-
mendations from Maryland senators and Virginia congressmen clearly
went unheeded. 14 Early in January, Adams had nominated his
nephew, William Cranch, to the position of commissioner of the city
of Washington, 150  thereby risking charges of nepotism by his
military services, and later became one of the greatest landholders and wealthiest
citizens of the state. According to tradition, he measured his money by the peck.
A Federalist in a Republican state, Marshall had accused his opposition of intrigues
with the French and Spanish and as a result had been elected to the Senate in 1795
over John Brecldnridge. Nearly lynched at home for his support of the Jay Treaty,
and the victim of further political complications in the state, Marshall was defeated
by Breckinridge in the election of 1800. QUISENBERRY, op. Cit. supra note 139,
at 10-17, 57-69. William McClung was married to a sister of Mrs. Humphrey (Mary
Marshall) Marshall and John Marshall.
343 Letter From Thomas Davis to John Adams, Feb. 20, 1801, in Adams Papers,
Letters Received.
144 Lexington, Kentucky Gazette, March 30, 1801.
145 1 S. ExEcuTe JouR. 383 [1800-1801].
146 This bill was passed by the Senate on February 5, 1801, and by the House
on February 24. After receiving the signature of the President, it became law on
February 27. 6 ANNALS OF CONG. 739, 1052, 1552 (1801) [1799-1801].
147 For other provisions of this act regarding the judicial structure of the Dis-
trict, see Act of Feb. 27, 1801, ch. 15, 2 Stat. 103.
148 Letter From Richard Bland Lee to John Adams, Feb. 14, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
149 Both Senators from Maryland had recommended John Rousby Plater, a noted
Maryland attorney. Letter From William Hindman and John Eager Howard to
John Adams, Feb. 25, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received. Virginia Congress-
men had sought the nomination of Colonel Charles Simms of Alexandria. Letter
From Leven Powell and Robert Page to John Marshall, Feb. 26, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
150 Letter From John Marshall to William Cranch, Jan. 8, 1801, in Cranch
Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston, Mass. William Cranch was the
son of Richard and Mary Cranch; Mrs. Cranch and Abigail Adams were sisters.
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enemies.151 Impervious now to any criticism, the President did not
hesitate to make the young man a judge.15 A warm endorsement by
Secretary of the Navy Stoddert "= was added to whatever solicitation
may have been made by John Marshall in behalf of the latter's brother
James, who also received an appointment to this court." As chief
judge, Adams named the elderly Thomas Johnson of Maryland, who
had resigned from the Supreme Court in 1793 and because of ill health
had refused in 1795 to become Secretary of State. Failure to assure
Johnson's acceptance before making the nomination resulted in his
rejection of the office and a vacancy which would be filled by Thomas
Jefferson.
155
The passage of this act also created the opportunity for countless
appointments of marshals, clerks, attorneys, registers of wills, and
justices of the peace. Such an abundance of new offices drew appli-
cations from many, some of whom were out of office, or out of money,
or both. In accordance with the recommendations and wishes of
local Federalists, 15 1 these lesser but lucrative offices were filled with
deserving recipients by various definitions of the word. On March 2
and March 3 until their final adjournment, the senators approved the
remaining nominations of marshals, registers of wills, and forty-two
151 Letter From Abigail Adams to Mary Cranch, Jan. 15, 1801, in NEw LETTRS
OF ABIGAIL ADAAis: 1788-1801 at 263, 264 (Mitchell ed. 1947) ; Boston Independent
Chronicle, Jan. 19-22, 1801.
152 The commission, dated March 3, 1801, is in the Cranch Papers, Massachusetts
Historical Society, Boston, Mass. With this appointment, Cranch began a fifty-four
year tenure in this court. In 1805 Jefferson appointed him as chief judge, and from
1802 until 1817 Cranch was also reporter for the Supreme Court of the United States.
153 Letter From Benjamin Stoddert to John Adams, Feb. 28, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received. Stoddert himself received appointment as justice of the
peace of Washington County on March 3, 1801.
154 1 S. EXEcUTIVE JouR. 387 [1800-1801].
155 That Johnson's refusal was not received until after Jefferson had taken office
vexed Chief Justice Marshall considerably. "I am excessively mortified at the cir-
cumstances relative to the appointment of the chief Judge of the district. There was
a negligence in that business arising from a confidence that Mr. Johnson would accept
which I lament excessively. When Mr. Swan parted with us at your house I thought
he went to send an express the next morning . . . ." Letter From John Marshall
to James Marshall, March 18, 1801, in Marshall Transcripts and Photostats, Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C. Republican William Kilty was appointed barely in
time for the meeting of the first session of the new court in 1801. Letter From
William Cranch to William Shaw, May 15, 1801, in 18 MIscELLANEous BouND
COLLEcTIOIT, Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston, Mass. This recess appoint-
ment was not officially presented to the Senate until January 6, 1802. 1 S. ExEcuTIVE
JouR. 401 [1801-1802].
156 See, e.g., Letter From Leven Powell to John Marshall, Feb. 27, 1801, in
Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter From Henry Lee and Leven Powell to
John Marshall, Feb. 27, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter From
G. Dent to John Marshall, Feb. 27, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters Received; Letter
From Thomas Dyson to John Marshall, Feb. 28, 1801, in Adams Papers, Letters
Received; Letter From Benjamin Stoddert to John Adams, Feb. 27, 1801, in Adams
Papers, Letters Received.
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midnight justices of the peace.' 5 As the day dwindled, the last
crumbs from the Federalist feast table were distributed to eager wait-
ing hands, and hurriedly, in the office of Secretary of State John
Marshall, commissions were signed and sealed before the term of
President Adams expired on March 3, 1801. Of these, at least four
had not been delivered when Thomas Jefferson became the third
president of the nation.15" 8
As the nominations of "the midnight judges" were swiftly being
approved by the Senate, Republican leaders manifested their dismay and
disgust. "Instead of smoothing the path for his successor, he [Adams]
plays into the hands of those who are endeavoring to strew it with as
many difficulties as possible; and with this view does not manifest a
very squeamish regard to the Constn," Madison wrote to James
Monroe."5 9 Reporting to his constituents, John Fowler asserted that
the insidiousness of the design was equalled only by "the shameless
manner of its being carried into execution." 160 Senator Stevens
Thomson Mason of Virginia grumbled vigorously because careful pro-
vision had been made for John Marshall's relatives.'' Republican
newspapers screeched castigations at the President. "In all these
instances he named men opposed in political opinion to the national
will, as unequivocally declared by his removal and the appointment of
a successor of different sentiments." 162 "Mr. Adams is determined to
do all the mischief in his power to the last of his administration." "
"Judge of them [the appointments] from a declaration which he
[Adams] has made that 'no man that would be admitted into decent
company, was likely to be nominated under the new administration,
and that he would continue his appointments to the last.'" "I
To the Republicans not only the fact of the appointments but also
the character of them seemed a matter for public outrage. In addition
to attacks on the former Loyalists Philip Barton Key and Thomas
Gibbons, Thomas Bee was singled out for special attention-Matthew
157 1 S. EXECUTIVE JouR. 388 [1800-1801].
'OS This circumstance led to the celebrated case of Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S.
(1 Cranch) 137 (1803), which, in declaring the Supreme Courts power to void
unconstitutional legislation, held that Congress could not by statute create original
jurisdiction in the Supreme Court to issue a writ of mandamus directing the Secretary
of State to deliver an undelivered commission.
159 Letter From James Madison to James Monroe, Feb. 28, 1801, in 22 MADISON
PAI'.RS, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Three years later Jefferson wrote
that only one act of Adam's life had ever- given him displeasure, the last appoint-
ments to office. Letter From Thomas Jefferson to Abigail Adams, June 13, 1804,
in 1 THE ADAMS-JEFFERSON LETTERs 270, 271 (Cappon ed. 1959).
160 Philadelphia Aurora and General Advertiser, April 9, 1801.
161 Letter From Stevens Thomson Mason to .John Breckinridge, Feb. 19, 1801,
in 20 BRECKINRGE PAPERS, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
162 National Intelligencer, Feb. 25, 1801.
163 Lexington, Kentucky Gazette, March 30, 1801.
164 Aurora, Feb. 28, 1801.
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Lyon charged that Adams would be tortured forever by the ghost of
Jonathan Robins." 5 The appointments of Jacob Read, Elijah Paine,
Ray Greene, and John Wilkes Kittera were bitterly attacked as
sinecures given in deliberate violation of the Constitution.166 The
Aurora proclaimed that nominations such as these were null and void
and that, even were the law not repealed, these men were removable
by the courts.16 7  Monroe warned President-elect Jefferson of the im-
plications of the retreat of the Federalist party into the judiciary:
"While in possession of that ground it can check the popular current
which runs against them & seize the favorable occasion to promote
reaction, which it does not despair of . ... , 168 That expectation of
a repeal of the Judiciary Act and an abolition of the offices created by
it was current in the Republican press is not surprising.6 9 Instantan-
eous removal of those officers of the federal courts who held their
positions "at pleasure" was, of course, taken for granted' Stated
Jefferson: "The only shield for our Republican citizens against the
federalism of the courts is to have the Attornies and Marshals repub-
licans .... 11
Federalist newspapers were not surprised at the "Jacobin" re-
action: "They well know that the judges are equally independent upon
the officers of the government and the people, and can be influenced in
their actions; by no other motives than the love of justice and desire
165 Baltimore American and Daily Advertiser, March 7, 1801. For an account
of Matthew Lyon's trial and imprisonment earlier under the Sedition Act, see SmiTH,
FRE_ o is FE TERS 221-46 (1956).
166U.S. CONST. art. I, § 6, provides that "no senator or representative shall,
during the time for which he was elected, be appointed to any [federal] civil office
. created during such time." See the Federalist denial of this charge in Gazette
of the United States and Philadelphia Daily Advertiser, March 4, 1801, which pointed
out that those in Congress had received appointment as district judges, an office
created in 1789. No members of Congress were appointed as circuit judges.
167 Aurora, March 3, 1801. The National Intelligencer, Feb. 20, 1801, questioned
whether appointments to offices not actually vacant at the time, even if afterward
vacated, were not null. Madison also raised this point. Letter From James Madison
to James Monroe, Feb. 28, 1801, in 22 MADISON PAPERS, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
168 Letter From James Monroe to Thomas Jefferson, March 3, 1801, in 110
JEFFERSON PAPERS, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
169 Lang's New York Gazette and General Advertiser, March 7, 1801; Aurora,
March 3, 1801; National Intelligencer, Feb. 20, 1801; Baltimore American, Feb. 17,
1801.
170 Lover of Truth and Justice, Georgetown, D.C. Museum, April 10, 1801;
National Intelligencer, as reprinted in Aurora, March 28, 1801.
171 Letter From Thomas Jefferson to -A. Stuart, April 8, 1801, in 111 JEFFRSON
PAPERS, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. To Benjamin Rush, Jefferson wrote
that he would "expunge the effect of Mr. A's indecent conduct in crowding nomina-
tions after he knew that they were not for himself." Letter From Thomas Jefferson
to Benjamin Rush, March 24, 1801, in 111 JEFFERSON PAPERS, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. He expressed similar sentiments in letters to Gideon Granger
(March 29, 1801); Henry Knox (March 27, 1801); William Findley (March 24,
1801) ; Thomas N. Randolph (March 12, 1801)--all in 111 JEFFERSON PAPERS, Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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for the strict execution of law." 1' In tones of lofty dignity appro-
priate to his pseudonym, Aristides, one Federalist defended the ap-
pointments of those who were "respectable from their age and . .
venerable for their talents and services, . . . [whose] conduct has
been marked by a mild, able, and impartial administration of justice
... )) -'- Privately, Gouverneur Morris wrote a friend that the
Federalists were about to experience "a heavy gale of adverse wind;
can they be blamed for casting many anchors to hold their ship through
the storm ?" 174
All these "anchors" were indubitably of the Federalist elite, and
the haste with which the Federalist party filled the appointments-
resembling in many ways the last act of a comic opera-was without
doubt a crude exercise of their last moment of voting strength and
understandably regarded by the Republicans as a gratuitous insult to
their chieftain. The appointment of former Loyalists might well be
regarded as a "prostitution of justice." Richard Bassett of Delaware,
James Marshall of Virginia, William McClung of Kentucky, George
Keith Taylor of Virginia, and William Cranch all owed their appoint-
ments to direct action on the part of their respective relatives. Oliver
Wolcott, the personal choice of President Adams, had had neither legal
nor judicial experience; he could scarcely have been expected to be a
luminous ornament to the federal bench. However, Benjamin Bourne
of Rhode Island, John Lowell of Massachusetts, Samuel Hitchcock of
Vermont, John Sitgreaves of North Carolina, Thomas Bee of South
Carolina, and Joseph Clay of Georgia already held permanent judicial
appointments as federal district judges. Egbert Benson of New York
held high judicial office in the state. Jeremiah Smith of New Hamp-
shire and William Tilghman of Pennsylvania were held in high pro-
fessional regard by local bench and bar, and each was destined later
for a distinguished career as chief justice of his respective state. Cer-
tainly Republican tempers mounted at their helplessness to do more
than raise outraged cries of "Jobbery" and "Foul!" This may well
have inspired an impulse to immediate political revenge. Nonetheless,
it should be stressed that these appointments did not include any of
the particular bates noires of the Republican party and press. None of
the detested Federalists zealots-Timothy Pickering, Gouverneur Mor-
ris, Theodore Sedgwick, or Robert Goodloe Harper-would confront
Republicans from behind a federal bench. As a whole, the group of
midnight judges reflected the relatively moderate political positions of
17 2 Gazette of the United States and Philadelphia Daily Advertiser, Feb. 6, 1801.
173 Georgetown, D.C. Museum, April 17, 1801.
174 Letter From Gouverneur Morris to Robert Livingston, Feb. 20, 1801, in 3 Lnm
OF GouvERNE R MoRIus 153-54 (Sparks ed. 1832).
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the men who had selected them. They were not facsimiles of the
fanaticism which had led the Federalists to prosecute the Whiskey
Rebels and John Fries for treason and to enforce the Sedition Act with
such vigor. One might have expected that some Republicans would
even have sighed relief that Samuel Chase, Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court, would ride the circuit no more!
To comment that the group who received these judicial appoint-
ments was not as partisan as might have been is not to applaud the
action; 15 its timing was understandably a source of outrage to the
incoming party. But whether the appointment of "the midnight
judges" alone is sufficient to explain either the determination of the
Federalists for the passage of the Judiciary Act of 1801 or the vehe-
mence of the Republican determination for its repeal is questionable.
Be that as it may, the last action of the one administration was to pro-
vide the first major issue of the next, and a wry reflection of attitudes
can be seen in respective toasts offered during the last days of the
Adams administration. The Federalists drank to "the judiciary of
the United States-independent of power and independent of popu-
larity." 176 At a Republican festival, at about the same time, the ardent
Jeffersonian, William Branch Giles, lifted his glass: "The Judiciary of
the United States-from the 4th of March next, may the judges lose
their political sensibilities in the recollection that they are Judges, not
political partisans." 177 Not until the future, amid circumstances even
more highly charged politically, would such a sentiment become in-
fused with its full meaning.
At the immediate present, however, according to ancient story,
the Secretary of State continued to sign commissions until interrupted
by Levi Lincoln, the incoming Attorney General, who carried Jeffer-
son's watch, the hands of which showed midnight, March 3, 1801."'
175 A vigorous defense of the partisan nature of the "midnight appointments"
had been made in 2 CROSSKEY, POLITICS AND THE CONSTITUTION IN THE HISTORY OF
THE UNITED STATES 761 (1953). Crosskey argues that because the power of judicial
review had not yet been established, the view of "fairness" through a party division
of national judgeships did not exist and hence censure of Adams for failing to include
any Jeffersonians among the judges is unwarranted. Furthermore, "other differences
between conditions then and now" would have made Adams' appointment of any
Jeffersonians "reprehensible in a high degree." In Crosskey's estimation, the judges
were an "extraordinarily able group of men" of whom "there can be no possible
doubt, will bear comparison with any equal number of judges ever chosen by any
President before or since." Ibid.
176 New York Daily Advertiser, Feb. 10, 1801.
177 Richmond, Virginia Argus, Feb. 6, 1801. In the House of Representatives
in 1802, Giles would lead the victorious Republican fight to repeal the Judiciary Act.
1 7 8
PARTON, LIFE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 585-86 (1874). Parton repeats the
version told by Jefferson's great-granddaughter, Sarah M. Randolph. See RANDOLPH,
THE DOMESTIC LIFE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 307-08 (1871). These accounts come
complete with dialogue presumed to have taken place between John Marshall and
Levi Lincoln. This "household gossip" has been perpetuated by serious historians,
[Vol.109:494
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Whether this part of the story be true or not, the clocks that tolled mid-
night on that date tolled the final end of more than a decade of
Federalist predominance in the nation. Before daybreak President
John Adams set out alone for Quincy, his carriage wheezing through
the spring mud along the road which led away from the capital.
Behind him, he left in the dawn of a new day a quickened mood of
public excitement as the members of Congress gathered to witness the
ceremony at which Chief Justice John Marshall would administer the
oath of office as President of the United States to Thomas Jefferson.
says Beveridge, who calls the account "an absurd tale." 2 BEVERIDGE, THE LrF oF
JOHN MARSHALL 561 n.2 (1916). Beveridge's spirited biography does not perpetuate
the last part of the account in the earlier works-that in after years, John Marshall,
"laughing," used to say that he had been allowed to pick up nothing but his hat.
